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Tajuk: 1,400 have registered for Unimas Run 2016 so far

BY DESMOND MARCUS

KUCHING: The response from the public so far to Unimas Run 2016 has been overwhelming and positive with a total of 1,400 participants having registered.

Unimas Run 2016 is to be held by Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (Unimas) Sports Centre, Lea Sports Centre (LSC) and Kesejukan Sekurja Kaktusan Am Unimas (Kesaunmas) in collaboration with sports giant brand, Adidas.

Scheduled on 3 November, at Stadium Unimas, Kota Samarahan, the run comprises four categories namely 10 Kilometre Men & Women, 10 Kilometre IPT (Higher Institute Students) Men & Women, 8 Kilometre Students (Boys & Girls), and 5 Kilometre Fun Run (Open).

The run is limited to the first 2,000 registrations only. Registration fee for 10 Kilometre Men & Women is RM70, RM60 for 10 Kilometre IPT Men & Women, while for 8 Kilometre Students (Boys & Girls) and 5 Kilometre Fun Run Open the fee is RM50 per entry.

In the mission of encouraging local youth community of all races and backgrounds to unite together in a healthy activity, LSC proudly stepped in as the main sponsor of this event, sponsoring various Adidas products, Adidas gifts, vouchers as well as embalising the main apparel for this run, for the participants and event crew.

LSC is also the official registration counter besides Pusat Sukatan Unimas of the above mentioned run in Kuching, compromising LSC Wisma Hopoh, LSC Sarawak Plaza, Adidas Monistore CityONE Megamall, LSC Kuching Setural and LSC Summer Mall.

Due to the positive response, the due date of the registration has been extended from 18 November to 23 November, 2016.

Revive Isotonic Drink has stepped in as the Event Hydration Partner while Nestle Milo and Nestle Cherrios are the Event Energy Partners and Event Nutrition Partnera on the event day respectively.

Maxis Broadband agreed to support this event on the Race Pack Collection day in 25th and 26th November 2016 as the Event Communication Partner.

LEA Holdings Sdn Bhd Managing Director, Raymond Sim Hye Peng (fourth right) together with Unimas Deputy Vice Chancellor Professor Mohd Fadillz Abdul Rahman (fourth left) and others holding the run T-shirt as a symbol of support for the run during a press conference in Kuching yesterday. PHOTO: DESMOND MARKUS
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